Few suggestions for parents to educate children to keep nature safe

1.

What can you parents do to educate their children to respect the environment?
Make an effort to let your child learn that every single action has its consequences and
can produce big damages to earth.

2.

If everyone would throw a piece of paper on the ground we would be submerged by
tons and tons of wasted paper , if everyone would throw their chewing gum on the
ground we couldn't even move

3.

To educate to respect the environment first start from your own house

4.

Don't use polluting products and reduce the use of electricity substituting your old bulbs
with led ones or more saving ones.

5.

Teach your children that lights and house appliances have to be used only when you
really need them , lights should be torned off leaving a room and tv set off when you are
not watching it...

6.

Do the same for water: needless opening taps is wasting water .

7.

Also gas has to be used when you really need it! The heater on and the windows open
are nonsense.

8.

At home and also in the children bedroom different waste bins: one for paper , one for
organic, one for plastic ...

9.

Respecting the animals in their environment is another good manner to teach too.

10. Going shopping ,teach them to recognize genuine products
11. Often take your children to nature sites, a park or the countryside
12. Try not to use the car for a small route, use the bike or the bus instead!
13. Use ecological alternative energy in your own house
14. Educate the children to body care through fitness and healthy food
15. These few things can help modifying our lifestyle and the life of our environment along
the time.

